The Relationship between Force and the Temperature & Length within one Cycle in Engine Cylinder
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Abstract

The force in engine is studied and find that the relationship of it and temperature with two methods of cooling and heating temperature. The force will decline when the temperature inclines in one cycle of engine cylinder movement. On the other hand force will incline when the temperature inclines with cooling temperature. When cylinder length inclines the force will decline.
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INTRODUCTION

The fuel force is searched so that simulation is studied to find the relation of inflamer force to temperature and force in Engine is significant. Among them the force is important factor who determines driven capability, so it needs be studied to look for the internal their relation in vehicles. Through calculation the force in engine is successful so we can simulate it through engine cylinder [1-3]. Meantime the specified emitting is studied to find the quantity and allocation of fuel. The temperature may attain near two thousand °C which is studied in this paper details. In order to search these respects this paper is simulated and investigated. They are studied qualitatively before and after they are explosion and combustion in engine. It can result in many questions in engine. Meantime it has value to control and design more complicated cylinder according to it. To be benefit to our firm use the minimum gas may be investigated through engine as convenient for many quantitative vehicles. It is evaluated that one family has a vehicle ie. Mainly car in every three families. There are about three millions cars in Beijing city. So they are huge discharged gas especially to our environment. In this paper we discuss this fuel detail to search their discharged gas performance ie. Force. We look for this minimum gas method for environment and low cost for a certain force, which is destination.

Modeling fuel of gasoline

According to ideal gas principle formula

$$dPd(1/V) = NRT \quad (1)$$

So

$$dP = NRTd(1/V) \quad (2)$$

Here

$$dP = dF/S \quad (3)$$

And

$$dV = dLd \quad (4)$$

Here, T is temperature K; F is force N; S is square of engine inner square, m$^2$; d is engine internal diameter m; V is volume of gas in engine, liters; P is gas pressure, Pa; m is gasoline mass, Kg; 15 is mass per mol.

DISCUSSION

According to formula above it is calculated the relational draw as below with different temperature and length in cylinder. Firstly it is F-T/L than independent
variable L and T. Here F is force, T is temperature, and L is cylinder length in engine. We will state three relationships as below in detail. As for force in engine it is significant parameter to evaluate the vehicle performance. At design it will be proposed to prior matter to confirm and simulate. The basis principle is power which plays a significant role in loaded vehicle. If this parameter is not satisfied the others change to failure and void. The force is required to evaluate and confirm to by research and development (R&D) whether or not to meet customer demand firstly.

Fig-1: Curve of force and different temperature in engine cylinder.

The force in engine is drawn and find that the relationship of it and temperature with two methods of cooling and heating temperature as seen in Figure 1(a,b). The force will decline when the temperature inclines. On the other hand force will incline when the temperature inclines with cooling temperature. When cylinder length inclines the force will decline as seen in Figure 2(a,b). It is declining trend in both of above two cases though it is main factor than T. Because the temperature is changed only not length in engine. There is so small effect at changed T, the difference between them is higher in heating T than cooling T which arrives 7KN and 5.5KN. This is a small difference which means temperature is neglected somewhat. So the turn of effect force L>T is established in this paper. The curve steeply decrease at first zone of 1cm both and them it maintain a line. The cooling temperature may keep a good case than the heating one which causes us to think whether this is a good performance. Because we can obtain better force at the cooling condition still that will decrease much cost and gasoline. The cooling course will be paid attention to too for dual win situation. In the future it shall be searched and studied further on this case to find more energy save condition and new design to maintain dual respects benefit. In Figure 1 as the length is not included so that temperature is variable. Though L>T temperature is a factor here so the force exhibits opposition situation. Here T is becomes important factor to the force.

Fig-2: Curve of force and length with different temperature in engine cylinder

The length in engine is important at the length of 2cm, after this length it is neglected with force. So the L<2cm is the best condition. However at high temperature such as 2000K the length plays a important effect too in terms of Figure 3(a). It is considered that the length wields its role in engine for its temperature increasing or it is not such a important parameter as mentioned above.
increasing temperature. The force will decrease with increasing length in one cylinder cycle as seen in Figure 3 (b), meantime it has force of 7000N at length 1cm and 1773K. The difference will be small along movement of length increasing. The force inclines with the increasing temperature. According to principle of PV=nRT, if volume V increases pressure P will decrease with maintaining temperature that is explanation. The force will converge on 0.5E+3N, ie 500N.

CONCLUSIONS

The force may decreases with temperature declining at heating temperature in one cycle of engine movement. Meantime it may be opposition at cooling temperature. The force will decline upon length increasingly. It has high force value with 600N at low length of 9cm at 2000K. Meantime it has force of 8000N with at length 1cm and 1773K. The force will decrease with increasing length and it inclines with the increasing temperature. The force will converge on 0.5E+3N, ie 500N.
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